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"Leon, you're all back!"

Alfred laughed when he saw Leon, Scott, and the others walk in, getting up to welcome them.

"Greetings, Mister Glasbey," Leon and the others immediately greeted.

"No need for the pleasantries! Leon, Scott, what happened this time? Please let me know everything," Alfred asked anxiously.

Even though he already knew that Leon, Scott, and the others killed Poisonwielder, he did not know the specifics of everything at

that moment.

"It's like this."

Leon and the others explained everything briefly.

"Very good! Leon, you did very well this time! You did not disappoint me!"

Alfred started to laugh happily after he heard that.

Initially, he sent Leon over with the rest of the team because he hoped that Leon's medical skills and pills would be useful. After

that, they would be able to work with the western region to kill Poisonwielder!

Yet, he never expected that Leon would end up being the most important piece of the whole team, even using his power to kill

Poisonwielder!

He exceeded expectations in accomplishing the task!

That was not all, there were five regions in Sky County, and every region had its own Dragon Corps branch, with the central

region at the helm!

Those five branches were independent bodies, so there was a bit of fighting when it came to bolstering their reputation!

Leon was a member of the southern region's Dragon Corps. He first killed Asmodeus a while ago, and he just killed

Poisonwielder!

Two of the evil Eight Criminals died at Leon's hands!

It was a great honor for Leon, but also something the southern region's Dragon Corps could be proud of!

If there were no surprises, then Alfred would be rewarded by the central region's Dragon Corps or the main group as the person

with the highest power in the southern region!

Suddenly she felt incredibly happy, making sure to praise Leon a lot!

After that.

"Alright, the task has been perfectly completed! Well distribute the contribution points!"

As Alfred spoke, he looked at Leon, saying, "Leon, based on the rules, whether it's an individual or a team, anyone who kills

someone on the Criminal List will get five thousand contribution points! You are the leader of this squad, and you killed

Poisonwielder. You're the main contributor here! I'll give the right to distribute the points to you. You can split them up as you

please!"

"Yes, alright," Leon nodded.

When he killed Asmodeus alone last time, he obtained five thousand contribution points!

This time was different!

He was working as a team with Scott and the others. Logically, they should all split up the contribution points equally. Alfred was

trying to let him choose who would get the points!

"That-"

Scott, Chad, and Jerry were all a bit nervous to hear that!

They signed up to go after Poisonwielder despite the risks this time all for the sake of some contribution points to get what they

wanted!

However, they already guessed that Leon could be moving for the sake of contribution points as well!

Furthermore, Chad and Jerry objected to Leon becoming the leader precisely because they were worried that Leon would

monopolize the contribution points!

With Alfred giving Leon the right to choose, their initial reaction was to worry that Leon would probably take most of the

contribution points for himself or all of it!

Of course, when it came down to it, Leon did not just perform very well this time and lead the team skillfully, he even killed

Poisonwielder himself!

Even if Leon monopolized all of the contribution points, it was something to be expected.

They would have nothing else to say!

However, before the three of them could finish their thoughts, something that shocked them happened!
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